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Designing a Transponder Coil for the HCS410
OVERVIEW
This application note explains the design of transpon-
der coils. An Excel spreadsheet is used to automate the
update of values, depending on the specified parame-
ters. The spreadsheet file name is transpnd.xls . A
zip file containing this spreadsheet and a copy of this
application note can be downloaded from Microchip’s
web site at www.microchip.com. 

The basic approach is to choose the transponder coil
external dimensions, since volume will usually be the
primary constraint for a coil as it will need to fit into a
keyfob, credit card or other small volume. Secondly,
properties of the core, coil windings as well as the
equivalent load placed across the coil are entered. This
fixes the Initial Coil Specification. 

Once the initial coil is built, measurements are made on
this coil to determine the coil quality factor. These mea-
surements are used to calculate the Optimum Coil
Specification for a second coil.

 

SPREADSHEET FEATURES 
The spreadsheet is split into three worksheets. The first
worksheet concerns the initial coil specification. The
inputs to this worksheet are the:

• coil external dimensions

• core effective relative permeability

• wire resistivity

• coil-packing factor

• transponder resonant frequency

• equivalent load that the HCS410 presents to the 
resonant circuit. 

The worksheet output gives the minimum number of
turns that the coil is required to have. The number of
turns together with coil dimensions fix the coil induc-
tance, wire resistance, resonating capacitor and wire
diameter. 

The second worksheet enables the user to change the
number of turns from what is suggested in the initial coil
specification in order to use a standard value resonat-
ing capacitor. 

The third worksheet requires a quality (Q) factor mea-
surement to be made on the initial coil when it is opti-
mally resonated. The two measured voltage values are
the only inputs required to determine the number of
turns for the optimal coil. Once again, the optimal num-
ber of turns together with the same coil dimensions fix
the coil inductance, wire resistance, resonating capac-
itor and wire diameter. The second worksheet can also
be used to change the number of turns from what is
suggested in the Optimum Coil Specification in order to
use a standard value resonating capacitor. 

The authors welcome feedback, comments, questions and 
errata via e-mail.

mike.sonnabend.@microchip.com
jan.van.niekerk@microchip.com

Authors: Mike Sonnabend, Jan van Niekerk                                      
Microchip Technology Inc.
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INTRODUCTION 
Overview of Inductive Communication 

Communication between a KEELOQ  transponder and
a base station occurs via magnetic coupling between
the transponder coil and base station coil. The base
station coil forms part of a series Resistance Inductor
Capacitor (RLC) circuit. The base station communi-
cates to the transponder by switching the 125kHz sig-
nal to the series RLC circuit on and off. Thus, the base
station magnetic field is switched on and off. 
The transponder coil is connected in parallel with a res-
onating capacitor (125kHz) and a KEELOQ HCS410
transponder integrated circuit. When the transponder is
brought into the base station magnetic field, it magnet-
ically couples with this field and draws energy from it.
This loading effect can be observed as a decrease in
voltage across the base station resonating capacitor. 
The KEELOQ transponder communicates to the base
station by “shorting out” its parallel LC circuit. This de-
tunes the transponder and removes the load, which is
observed as an increase in voltage across the base
station resonating capacitor. The base station capacitor
voltage is the input to the base station AM-demodulator
circuit. The demodulator extracts the transponder data
for further processing by the base station software. 

Using the Spread Sheet 

Color Coding
The spreadsheet is color coded as shown in the table
below.

Units 
The units in the spreadsheet have been made SI units.
Below is a table with some of the most common conver-
sions that the user may come across. 

WORKSHEET 1: INITIAL COIL
SPECIFICATION 

Data Required 

The first step is to decide on the dimensions that the
coil should have. The dimensions required by the
spreadsheet are shown in Figure 1 below.

FIGURE 1: COIL DIMENSIONS

Ferrite Core Usage
The next step is to decide if a ferrite core (also called a
ferrite slug) is going to be used or not. If an air core is
used, then the relative permeability is 1. 
There are advantages and disadvantages to using a
ferrite core. The advantage is that the coil can have a
larger inductance for a given volume. The disadvantage
is that the effective permeability can be very sensitive
to the core mechanical dimensions. 
One method used to get the exact inductance for a coil
wound onto a ferrite core is to have sets of samples
built up, each with a different numbers of turns wound
onto the cores. Measurements for these coils and inter-
polation will yield the correct number of turns for the fer-
rite core. Alternatively, some manufacturers will wind
the coil onto the ferrite core to a specified inductance. 

Color Meaning

Green User input. The default values correspond to 
the HCS410 EV kit transponder coil.

Red Output.

Gray System defined. 

Conversion from: Operation

Inches (in) to meters (m) *   .0254

Inches (in) to centimeters (cm) *     2.54 

Inches (in) to millimeters (m) *     25.4

Centimeters (cm) to meters (m) *     0.01

Millimeters (mm) to meters (m) *   0.001

Farads (F) to pico farads (nF) *     1e-9

Henry (H) to micro henry (µH) *     1e-6

Coil Dimensions

Input Units
Typ. 

Value Description

h mm 9 Height of coil along its axis.

Do mm 2.3 Outside diameter of coil.

Di mm 1.5 Inside diameter of coil. Also 
core outside diameter if core 
is used.

Di

h

Do
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Ferrite core manufacturers usually publish curves of
slug effective permeability vs. slug length divided by
slug diameter. There is a large difference between the
ferrite material permeability (typically 2300) and the
effective permeability of a slug (typically 23). The effec-
tive permeability must be used in the spreadsheet.

Wire Resistivity
The default values in the spreadsheet assume
annealed copper wire. The wire resistivity need not be
changed unless a different wire material is used. The
packing factor can be left at 0.5 if the coil is tightly
wound with wire that has a circular cross section.

Magnetic Field Operating Frequency
The magnetic field is generated by the base-station
and the frequency is set at the base-station. The tran-
sponder coil operates at the same frequency and
should match the base station magnetic field operating
frequency i.e. 125kHz. 

HCS410 Load
The equivalent average load that the HCS410 presents
to the transponder resonant circuit can change with the
HCS410 configuration i.e. this value will be higher if auto
damping is not selected. The average load is in the order
of mega ohms when the HCS410 is battery powered. 
The HCS410 pool capacitor will average out the resis-
tance of the coil except during transponder to base
communication and during auto damping when the
HCS410 “shorts” out the coil. 
One method to measure the average load is to use a
DM303003 HCS410 Evaluation Kit with a transponder
that is perfectly resonated. The base-station and tran-
sponder are to be programmed in the same way as for
the final application. The transponder is placed in the
field. The voltage is measured across the coil using a
high impedance oscilloscope probe. The coil voltage
and exact position of the coil is noted where the tran-
sponder just stops working. 
The HCS410 is then replaced with a variable resistor.
Keeping the coil in exactly the same position noted
above, the variable resistor is adjusted until the voltage
is exactly the same. This resistor value is the value to
be used as equivalent HCS410 load. The value will be
in the order of 100k ohm if no battery is used.

Core Permeability

Input Units
Typ. 

Value Description

µr 23.5 Effective relative permeability. 
This is the ratio of magnetic field 
strength inside the coil with the 
core in place, to the magnetic 
field strength if an air core 
replaces the core.

Wire Resistivity

Input Units
Typ. 

Value Description

ρ ohm-m 1.72E-08 Coil wire resistivity at 20°C. 
Resistivity for annealed cop-
per wire is used. If the coil 
uses another type of wire, 
then the corresponding resis-
tivity would have to be used.

K 0.5 Packing factor. This compen-
sates for copper area lost due 
to wire shape that is round 
and not square as well as wire 
insulation. If the coil is wound 
by hand, then the space factor 
of less than 0.5 may have to 
be chosen to compensate for 
wasted space.

Field Operating Frequency

Input Units
Typ. 

Value Description

F kHz 125 Coil operating frequency 
(resonance).

HCS410 Load

Input Units
Typ. 

Value Description

RP Ω 60000 This is an equivalent average load 
that the HCS410 presents to the 
transponder coil.
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Intermediate Calculations 

The variables used to calculate the initial coil are given
in the table below.

Output Data 

The output data for the initial coil matches the HCS410
equivalent load to the wire resistance and results in
minimum number of turns.  

Initial Coil Specifications - Variables

Input Units Typical Value Description

ωr rad/sec 785398.1634 Transmission frequency in radians per second.

A sq. mm 36 Area for packing wire into.

RONE ohms 5.70374E-5 Coil resistance of one turn which occupies the total volume.

LONE Henry 7.36485E-9 Coil inductance of one turn which occupies the total volume.

Initial Coil Specifications - Output Data

Input Units Typical Value Description

NMIN Turns 319.8168897 This is the minimum number of turns that the coil should have to match the 
HCS410 local resistance.

LMIN µH 753.2980565 The minimum coil inductance, since inductance increases with number of 
turns.

RMIN Ω 5.833943331 Minimum wire resistance, since resistance increases with number of turns.

CMAX pF 2152.055119 This is the maximum capacitance for the resonating capacitor. The product 
of LMIN and CMAX is a constant determined from resonant frequency.

DMAX mm 0.084652661 This is the maximum wire diameter, as fitting more turns into a constant vol-
ume requires thinner wire to be used.
DS00650A-page 4   1998 Microchip Technology Inc.
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WORKSHEET 2:  USER ENTERS NUMBER OF TURNS 
Data Required 

The number of turns as suggested for NMIN or NOPT

can be entered as the number of turns. This number
can be changed slightly until the output results are as
desired i.e. to use a standard value resonating capaci-
tor. Note that too large a change in N will result in a non-
optimal coil.

Output Data

The worksheet output includes the resonating capaci-
tor value which should be a standard value component.

WORKSHEET 3: QUALITY FACTOR MEASUREMENT 
The coil shape factor M is obtained from measure-
ments made on the initial coil design. This can only be
done after the initial coil has been designed and built.
This factor is calculated as follows: 
1. Place the coil into the base-station magnetic

field. 
2. Resonate the coil with a capacitor placed in par-

allel with the coil, which is the same type (dissi-
pation factor) as the capacitor which will be used
with the optimally designed coil. 

3. Measures the voltage (VCAP) across the coil
using a high impedance oscilloscope probe. 

4. Disconnect the capacitor while keeping the res-
onant circuit in EXACTLY the same place with
respect to the magnetic field. 

5. Now measure the voltage (VNO_CAP) across the
coil using the high impedance oscilloscope
probe. 

Data Required 

The two voltage measurements from the quality factor
measurement are the only data required.

User Enters Number of Turns

Input Units
Typ. 

Value Description

N Turns 350 The user is free to select a num-
ber of turns that the coil should 
have. This is useful in order to 
match the inductance to a stan-
dard value capacitor

User Enters Number of Turns

Input Units Typical Value Description

L uH 902.194437 Coil inductance for number of turns entered by user.

RWIRE Ω 6.987076595 Wire resistance for number of turns entered by user.

CRES pF 1796.88421 Resonating capacitor to resonate coil with number of turns entered by user.

DWIRE mm 0.080920264 Wire diameter; choose closest available wire diameter.

Q Factor Measurement

Input Units
Typ. 

Value Description

VCAP V 46.25 Voltage across the initial coil 
plus capacitor when the coil is 
resonant.

VNO_CAP V 20.94 Voltage across initial coil with 
capacitor disconnected and coil 
kept in exactly the same place.
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Intermediate Calculations 

The coil shape factor M is found from Q factor measure-
ments on the first coil design. It can subsequently be
used for optimization of further coil designs while keep-
ing coil dimensions constant.

Output Data 

The Optimum Resonant Circuit Specification is derived
for the case where the shape factor has been calcu-
lated from Q-factor measurements made on the initial
coil design. The number of turns will always be greater
than for the initial coil

Field

Input Units Typical Value Description

Q 22.086915 Quality factor calculated from VCAP/VNO_CAP

M 3.591551527 This is a proportionality factor between the internal resistance of the coil 
observed in Q factor measurements and the DC resistance of the coil wire as 
measured with a multimeter. This factor is dependent on the coil’s physical 
geometry and thus called the “shape factor” M in this application note.

RINT Ω 0.000204853 Internal resistance for one turn.

Optimum Coil Specification

Input Units Typical Value Description

NOPT Turns 6.85.3006229 Optimum number of turns that the coil should have once shape factor M is 
known.

LOPT uH 3458.806841 Coil inductance for optimum number of turns.

ROPT Ohm 26.78685141 Wire resistance for optimum number of turns.

COPT pF 468.6988932 Resonating capacitor to resonate coil with optimum number of turns.

DOPT mm 0.057829675 Optimum wire diameter; choose closest available wire diameter.
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APPENDIX A: FORMULAS USED IN 
THE SPREADSHEET 

This appendix gives the formulas used in the spread-
sheet. All values use metric units. 

For a frequency f in Hertz, the radians per second fre-
quency is given by:

Area A for packing wire is determined from coil outside
diameter Do, coil inside diameter Di and coil axial
length h as:

RONE is the wire resistance of one turn of wire that has
resistivity ρ and occupies total available volume
adjusted by packing factor K:

LONE the inductance for one turn of wire that occupies
the total available volume, wound onto a core of relative
permeability µr is given by:

Minimum number of turns NMIN, for a load with equiva-
lent resistance RP connected in parallel across the par-
allel resonant circuit is given by:

The coil inductance for N turns is given by:

The reason for the factor N squared comes from the
empirical formula given in reference [1].
Similarly the resistance of the coil wire RWIRE is given
by:

The reason for the factor N squared and not just N is
that for a constant coil volume, increasing N from 1 turn
to N turns increases the resistance as follows:

• Resistance increases by a factor of N due to coil 
length increasing N times

• Resistance also increases by a further factor of N 
due to the wire cross sectional area being 
reduced by a factor of N due to the constant area 
for the conductors to fit into.

The resonant capacitor C is given by the formula:

 The wire diameter DWIRE is given by the formula:

The closest available wire diameter is chosen to wind
the coil with.

With coil quality factor measurement giving the voltage
VCAP across the coil when it is perfectly resonated with
a resonating capacitor, and VNO_CAP when the capaci-
tor is disconnected, the coil quality factor Q is calcu-
lated as:

The transponder resonant circuit consists of a coil con-
nected in parallel with a capacitor. The quality factor of
this resonant circuit Q is defined as:

Appendix B; Nature of the internal resistance “RINT”
shows that the internal flux resistance for one turn of
wire RINT it is related to the wire resistance for one turn
of wire RONE by the measured magnetic shape factor
M:

and that the total coil resistance can be written as:

Using the three equations above and coil inductance
for N turns, the coil shape factor can be written as:

From Appendix E, the optimum number of turns N, for
a load with equivalent resistance RP connected in par-
allel across the parallel resonant circuit is given by:

ωr 2πf=

A
Do Di–( )

2
--------------------- h×=

RONE ρπ Do Di+( )
2AK

----------------------=

LONE

µr Do Di+( )2

127000 26Do 36h 14Di–+( )
------------------------------------------------------------------=

NMIN

RP RONE

ωr LONE

-----------------------=

L LONE N
2

=

RWIRE RONE N
2

=

C
1

ωr 
2
 L

-------------=

DWIRE 2 AK
πN
--------=

Q
VCAP

VNO_CAP
----------------------=

Q
ω L

RTOTAL
------------------=

RINT RONEM=

RTOTAL RONE RINT+( )N2
=

M
ω LONE

Q RONE
------------------- 1–=

N
RP RONE RINT+( )

ωr LONE

---------------------------------------=
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APPENDIX B: NATURE OF THE 
INTERNAL 
RESISTANCE RINT 

Induced Electromotive Force 

Faraday’s law states that the induced electro motive
force (EMF) E in a circuit is numerically equal to the
rate of change of the flux Φ through it. Expanding this
statement for a coil of N turns in which the flux Φ varies
at the same rate through each turn gives the induced
EMF as:

If  the coil has a core other than vacuum, then the mag-
netic flux is increased by a factor equal to the relative
permeability µr:

Letting the magnetic flux be:

gives:

This voltage is the voltage across the coil when no res-
onating capacitor is used. Since no current flows
through the coil, any resistances associated with the
coil do not affect E. 

Induced Current

If the coil is shorted out with a capacitor that resonates
with the coil inductance at the magnetic field frequency,
then induced current flows through the coil. The current
in turn generates a magnetic field that opposes the
magnetic field that creates it. 

Using the Biot Savart law it can be shown that the mag-
netic flux produced by a coil is given by:

where:
µ0 is the permeability of vacuum. 
µr is the relative permeability of the core. 
N is the number of turns on the coil. 
I is the RMS current flowing in the coil due to the base
station magnetic field. 
k is a factor based on the coil dimensions. 
Φ is the flux through the coil due to the current I.

The flux is produced by the current is opposite in phase
to base-station flux but proportional in magnitude.

The transponder circuit current is thus:

Transponder Resistance 

The transponder coil internal resistance RFLUX due to
magnetic flux considerations is thus:

Substituting for E and I gives:

It can be seen that RFLUX is independent of the mag-
netic flux Φ but it is proportional to the coil physical
dimensions that determine k:

Using a proportionality factor P:

letting:

then:

The transponder coil wire resistance for a constant coil
volume, is equal to: 

where:

and:

ρ is the resistivity of coil wire material i.e. copper.
Do is the coil outside diameter. 
Di is the coil inside diameter. 
A is the total area for packing the wire into. 
K is the packing factor i.e. fraction of coil cross section
occupied by copper.

The nature of RFLUX is that it is proportional to N
squared as is RWIRE. Thus RINT can be set proportional
to RONE by using a factor of proportionality M. This will
remain true regardless of the number of turns N and
the magnetic flux Φ.

Thus the total resistance for the transponder can be
written as:

Substituting for RWIRE and RFLUX:

Substituting for RINT:

E N
dΦ
dt
-------–=

E µr N
dΦ
dt
-------–=

Φ Φ̂ ω t)(cos=

E µr Nω Φ̂ ω t)(sin=

Φ k µ0 µr NI=

I
Φ

k µ0 µr N
-----------------------=

R FLUX

E
I
---∝

R FLUX k µ0 µr
2
 ω N

2∝

R FLUX P k µ0 µr
2
  ω N

2
=

RINT P k µ0 µr
2
  ω =

R FLUX RINT N
2

=

RWIRE RONE N
2

=

RONE ρπ Do Di+( )
2AK

----------------------=

RINT MRONE=

RTOTAL RWIRE R FLUX+=

RTOTAL RONE N
2

RINT N
2

+=

RTOTAL RONE N
2

MRONE N
2

+=
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APPENDIX C: RESONANT 
FREQUENCY FOR 
TRANSPONDER 

The equivalent circuit for a transponder is shown below.

E is a voltage source that represents the voltage
induced in the coil due to the magnetic field. 
R represents the total internal resistance of the coil. 
L is the coil inductance. 
C is the resonating capacitor capacitance. 
Rp is the resistive load presented to the resonant circuit
by the HCS410. 
The resonant frequency for the above circuit will now
be derived.
The impedance seen by E is

Manipulating this gives:

At resonance, the impedance is purely resistive, which
means that’s the imaginary portion of the equation is
zero. This gives frequency as:

It can be seen that the load affects the resonant fre-
quency. If the load is taken off, then the resonant fre-
quency is:

If the load resistance is decreased, the point at which
the number inside the square root becomes negative
causes the frequency to be imaginary and oscillation
stops.

To calculate at which point the load lowers the resonant
frequency by x%, using the equations above:

APPENDIX D: MAXIMUM POWER 
TRANSFER

It is desirable to match resonant circuit to the load Zp
for maximum power transfer.

The voltage across the load ZP is:

This can be simplified to:

 The power in the load ZP is given by:

Substituting for V gives:

To find the maximum power transfer to the load ZP, the
expression for power is differentiated with respect to ZP

and set to zero. The roots of this equation will give value
of ZP for maximum power transfer.

Solving for ZP gives:

At resonance, assuming that ZP has a negligent effect
on frequency:

which can be written as:

Substituting for C into the optimum ZP equation gives:

+

–

LR

30E

C
1800pF RP

100k

900uH

Z R i w L
RP

1
i w C××
------------------

RP
1

i w C××
------------------+

------------------------------+××+=

Z
R( RP× 2

w
2× C

2× R i w
3

L RP×××+ +
2

C
2× i w L×× i RP×–+

2
w C×× RP )+

R( p
2

w
2× C

2× 1 )+
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

ω 1
LC
------- 1

RP 
2

C
2

----------------+=

ω 1

LC
-----------=

RP

100

x 200 x–
-------------------------- L

C
----=

+

–

LR

30E

C
1800pF ZP

100k

900uH

V

V E

ZP
1

i w C××
------------------×

ZP
1

i w C××
------------------+

-----------------------------

R i w L
ZP

1
i w C××
------------------

ZP
1

i w C××
------------------+

------------------------------+××+

------------------------------------------------------------×=

V
i Z p E××

R ZP w C i R i w
2

L Z p C w L i Z p)×–×+××××+×–×××(
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

P
V

2

Z P

------=

P Z p
E

2

R ZP w C i R i w
2

L Z p C w L i Z p)×–×+××××+×–×××
2

(
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------×–=

d
dZ P

---------P 0=

ZP
i R w L×–×( )–

R w C i w
2

L C i)–×××+××( )
----------------------------------------------------------------=

ω 1

LC
-----------=

C
1

Lω2
----------=

ZP
i R w L×+×–( )

R
-------------------------------- w L××=
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The quality factor Q is defined as:

which can be re-written as:

Substituting this R into the equation for ZP gives:

This shows that for maximum power transfer, the load
must have a capacitive reactance equal to (L and a
resistance component equal to (LQ. Since the Q for a
transponder is always going to be above 10, and since
the HCS410 is modeled as a resistive load, maximum
power transfer occurs when:

APPENDIX E: OPTIMUM NUMBER 
OF TURNS 

Have already shown in “APPENDIX D: Maximum
Power Transfer” that maximum power transfer occurs
when: 

Q is defined as:

Substituting for Q in ZP gives:

“Appendix A: Formulas used in the spreadsheet” gives
inductance as:

“Appendix B: Nature of the Internal Resistance RINT”
gives the total resistance in the transponder resonant
circuit as:

Substituting the above two equations for L and R in ZP

gives:

Simplifying:

Solving for optimum number of turns N gives:

Note that RINT was defined as: 

where M is the coil shape factor. 

APPENDIX F: REFERENCES 
1. Babani, B.B., ed. 1974. Coil Design and Construction

Manual. London: Bernards (publishers) Limited.
2. Nelkon, M., & Parker, P. ed. 1970. Advanced Level

Physics. London: Heinemann Educational Books Ltd.

Q
ωL
R

-------=

R
ωL
Q

-------=

ZP ωL Q i–( )=

ZP ωLQ=

ZP ωLQ=

Q
ωL
R

-------=

ZP
ω2

L
2

R
------------=

L LONE N
2

=

RTOTAL RONEN
2

= RINTN
2

+

ZP

ω2
LONE

2
N

4

RONE N
2

RINT N
2

+
-------------------------------------------=

ZP

ω2
LONE

2
N

2

RONE RINT+
---------------------------=

N
ZP RONE RINT+( )

ω LONE

----------------------------------------=

RINT MRONE=
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mean that we are guaranteeing the product as “unbreakable”.
• Code protection is constantly evolving. We at Microchip are committed to continuously improving the code protection features of 

our product.

If you have any further questions about this matter, please contact the local sales office nearest to you.
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